TECH

SENIOR BATTALIONS TAKE JUNIORS IN BASEBALL CLASH

Ruskin and McWane Come From Behind and Win Their First

Harvard Takes Sweep of Singles

Herndon of Harvard Defeats Capt. Tremaine in Hard Fought Match

In the opening tennis match of the season both teams went to Harvard and the scene was set for a hard-fought encounter. The prisoners won the opening doubles, but the set was given to the Crimson by the count of 6-2. The Crimson team took the second and third singles, but the final set was given to the prisoners by the score of 6-2. The Crimson team was victorious in the third and fifth doubles, but the second and third singles were won by the prisoners. The Crimson team took the third set by the count of 6-3.

Tennis Players

Juniors Humble Senior Ball Team in Game Featured by Hitting

Shorty Morse and Milton Hemsley Make an Unassisted Double Play

In the opening game of the season, the Crimson team was pitted against the prisoners. The prisoners won the opening doubles, but the set was given to the Crimson by the count of 6-2. The Crimson team took the second and third singles, but the final set was given to the prisoners by the score of 6-2. The Crimson team was victorious in the third and fifth doubles, but the second and third singles were won by the prisoners. The Crimson team took the third set by the count of 6-3.

22 Engineers Who Open Against Main

Here are the men who will take on the Crimson at the first and third singles and the first and third doubles. The Crimson team is expected to take the second and third singles and the second and third doubles. The third set will be won by the Crimson in the third and fifth singles.

The Miller Drug Co.

STONE CLOTHES vs. HIGH PRICES

By eliminating the middleman and cutting direct from maker to wearer, we are able to build your measure at All West Soil or Topmost for

$23.50

Guaranteed as to STYLE, FIT, QUALITY and WORKMANSHIP in the three sizes. Our selection is limited, so order now.

The Kenmore Lunch

At Kenmore Station

New and Most Attractive

Excellent Cuisine

Moderate Prices

NASH CLOTHES vs. HIGH PRICES

By eliminating the middleman and cutting direct from maker to wearer, we are able to build your measure at All West Soil or Topmost for

$19.50

Or if you cannot come in, let us send a Nash representative with samples.

THE A. NASH COMPANY

309 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Naurinington Station

FORDS

FOR DRIVERS WITHOUT EXPERIENCE

REASONABLE PAY

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

ALSO LICENSED FOR RIDE

TEL. HASTINGS--1200-1900

UNIVERSITY-HAGAR

SIXTH EDITION OF "ADVANCED MACHINE WORK"

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION BOOK CO.

BOSTON